A matching pursuit algorithm is used to obtain quantitative information on the litho-stratigraphical content of seismic data. The method is based on a greedy non-linear algorithm decomposing the data into atoms drawn from a redundant dictionary defined by fractional splines. The atom's parametrization provides localized scale, order and direction attributes which carry information on the stratigraphy and the type of geological boundary, e.g. fining/coarsening upwards or symmetric lobe sequences. Besides a localized facies characterization the atomic decomposition also allows for an accurate reconstrution of the data from a small number of atoms.
Introduction
To leading order, relative changes in seismic reflection signatures carry information on the local scaling characteristics of geological boundaries. As shown by Muller et al. (1992) and later by Herrmann (1997) sedimentary records consist of a wide variety of transitions, which not only differ in sharpness (Herrmann, 2001 ) but also in characteristic length scale and direction. Inherent bandwidth limitation of seismic data and the presence of many closed spaced transitions make it difficult to characterize these different types of transitions.
Attemps by Harms and Tackenberg (1972) and Payton (1977) to characterize geological transitions date back from as early as the late ¼'s and early ¼'s, during which seismic stratigraphical methods were proposed, based on instantaneous phase behavior of seismic waves. In these approaches, the litho-stratigrapical boundaries are typically described by sub-wavelength combinations of jump and/or first order discontinuities, reflecting particular types of depositional environments, i.e. sorting of the sands. Because these different transitions yield a particular phase behavior, the instantaneous phase provides a natural vehicle to distinguish between different facies types. Initially, instantaneous phase was computed by complex trace analysis, based on an analytic continuation of the seismic response function using the Hilbert transform. Despite their success, the original complex trace attributes had the disadvantage to be (1) based on the non-local Hilbert transform; (2) sensitive to noise; (3) "noisy" in cases where the reflection data contain many "variations". Also, the effectiveness of the original transition parametization is limited since it relies on a sub-wavelength characterization, which requires information unattainable from bandwidth limited seismic data.
By generalizing zero (jump) or first order (ramp) transitions, to fractional order transitions (Herrmann, 1997; Herrmann and Stark, 2000) and later Dessing (1997) were able to locally characterize transitions (singularities) by a single order/scale exponent, describing the scaling, sharpness and phase properties of abrupt changes in the elastic properties. While Dessing (1997) and Verhelst (2000) , resort to the complex wavelet transform and Gabor Atom Matching Pursuit algorithm, to estimate the scale exponent (Dessing, 1997) and phase-scale information (Verhelst, 2000) , Herrmann (2001) proposed an alternative monoscale method to find the location and transition orders from bandwidth limited data (see also Lyons and Herrmann in these proceedings). The latter method is based on a non-linear on/off-criterion predicting the onset/removal of local maxima as a function of the analyzing wavelet order. Besides, its merritsamplitude independent order estimation and reconstruction -the method can not always accurately resolve the directivity of the transitions which, in some cases, may result in inaccurate order estimates, intepretation and reconstruction.
In this paper we propose a novel method that sacrifices some of the amplitude insensitivity in favour of a method that not only much more accurately reconstructs but that also provides additional stratigraphical information, such as the characteristic length scale and direction. The method is based on fractional splines wavelets, which are used to span a wavelet packet dictionary (Coifman et al.) . This dictionary is used to decompose the data into a limited number of parametrized atoms using a greedy matching pursuit algorithm (Mallat, 1997) .
We organized the paper as follows. First, we discuss the generalization of the conventional transition models to their fractional order counterparts. Given this generalization we are able to describe the order and hence local scaling behavior of the transitions. Next, we show that fractional splines derive their existence from a similar generalization. We then discuss how to construct a dictionary consisting of a multitude of wavelet packet bases defined by orthogonal fractional spline wavelets. Finally, we discuss the matching pursuit algorithm we use to compute the atomic decomposition. We also show that this decomposition not only yields a substantial data compression but that it also provides usefull litho-stratigraphical information. In this section we will first introduce the generalization of transition models, followed by a discussion on fractional spline and the matching pursuit search algorithm. This latter algorithm rules the atomic decompotion of the data.
Generalized onsets
Multifractal scaling media can be thought to consist of accumulations of varying order transitions of the type:
These depth-Þ and index-« onset functions Herrmann (1997; 2000; 2001) These onsets form the basis of our facies characterization Harms and Tackenberg (1972) ; Emery and Meyers (1996) refering to (1) coarsening upward sequences; (2) fining upward sequences and (3) symmetric lobe shape sequences. In the first 2 cases the transition is marked by a single onset, whose sharpness and scaling properties are characterized by the order parameter «, while the lobe shaped onset is marked by sharp onsets both at the top and bottom. For « ¼ , the onset becomes a jump discontinuity and for « ½ a ramp function. Sharpness « is characterized irrespective of the scale and determines the order of magnitude of the variations at the onsets. Fig. 1 illustrates the significance of sharpness for both the transition shape and reflection signature.
From splines to fractional splines
Conventional degree-Ñ splines are piecewise Ñ Ø -order polynomials smoothly joined together at knots. At these knots the 
Fractional spline wavelets
As with ordinary spline wavelets, fractional spline wavelet bases can be formed via an orthogonalization process , yielding an expression for the refinement filter. Given this filter we can define the fractional wavelets as follows (see Blu and Unser (2000) not only be used as whiteners within decon., kriging and interpolation (see Kane and Herrmann in these proceedings) but also as "smoothness-" adapted atoms in a wavelet packet dictionary (Coifman et al.) . This choise is obviously very appropiate since seismic reflectivity itself behaves as a smoothed fractional derivative operator for transitions of the type given in Eq. 1 (with « ½ ). Finally, as « ½ , we can show that fractional spline wavelets converge to modulated Gaussians, which define the optimally time-frequency localized Gabor atoms (Mallat, 1997) . This decomposition is not necessarily adapted to particular properties of . Wavelet packet bases, on the other hand, provide a signal-adaptive decomposition of the signal into wavelet packed bases in Ç´AE ÐÓ AEµ operations. Both space and frequency axis are devided into seperate intervals of various sizes. Contrary to the ordinary wavelet transform, both the scaling and wavelet functions are applied to data, generating a full dyadic tree of details and smoothings. From this tree a best basis can be selected. Problem remains that we would like to (1) select only a few vectors to represent the signal; (2) improve the decomposition by order and direction adaptation of the elements in the wavelet packet bases. To reduce the cost of finding a "best basis"-the directivity/regularity adaptation increases the number of bases with a factor of ¿ ¢ « -we opt to use a non-linear sub-optimal Matching Pursuit Search Algorithm (Mallat, 1997) , which is contrary to the ordinary wavelet transform shift-invariant.
Fractional Spline Wavelet Packet Bases

Atomic decomposition by Matching Pursuit
Following Mallat (1997) we use a greedy algorithm for the decomposition of from a redundant dictionary. The algorithm where Ê is the residue and ¼ a particular ¼-indexed atom (Mallat, 1997) . The dictionary we use is formed by multiple directional fractional spline order wavelet packet bases, i.e.
¾ with defined by wavelet packets generated by the «-order (anti)-causal/symmetric fractional spline wavelets (as defined in Eq. 5). The index refers to the location in the tree (scale and sample number) and the direction and order. Repeating the above procedure corresponds yields the following atomic decomposition algorithm (see Mallat (1997) 
then stop. Otherwise Ñ Ñ · ½ and go to ¾. ¾´¼ ½ is the optimality factor and¯the error. The above algorithm is implemented, using an adaptation of Donoho's Wavelab Software (available at //http:www-erl.mit.edi/ felix/Software and http://www-stat.stanford.edu/ donoho/). Fig. 2 contains an example of the (de)-composition and subsequent reconstruction (cf. Eq. 10) of an artificical signal (generated with the same dictionary as used for the decomposition) containing ¿ "events".
(De)-composition and time-frequency behavior
Comparison is made between an order/direction adapted (left column) and conventional non-adapted wavelet packet dictionary. As we can see the adapted dictionary is able to decompose in a fewer number of atoms while the time-frequency plane is better resolved. Evidently, this improvement is the result of using a wavelet packet dictionary, which is specifically designed to optimally represent events in the data. 
For a typical seismic data set (see e.g. Fig. 4 ), the relative error is app. ± for only Å ¼ atoms and with a dictionary consisting of « ¼ , « 3¼ µ directional spline wavelets.
Scale attributes
Besides the excellent reconstruction (see Fig's 2-4) , the atom's parametrization provides localized attribute information on the "amplitude", dyadic scale, order and direction of the reflectors. The amplitude measures the reflector strength and correlation reflection signature versus atom. The scale expresses the characteristic length scale, which is a function of the seismic wavelet and the length scale of the reflector. As the wave disperses the length scale increases. Contrary to scale, reflector order is not affected by dispersion because it reflects the low frequency behavior. However, the estimated order remains a relative measure because it contains a seismic wavelet contribution (e.g. an additional ¾ for a Ricker wavelet). Finally, the direction information allows us to distinguish between (anti)-causal/symmetric transitions.
Especially, the order and direction (see Fig. 1 ) provide useful facies information. While the first attribute determines the transition sharpness (which increases when e.g. changing from sand on sand to sand on mud, see also Lyons and Herrmann in these proceedings) and instantaneous phase behavior (Dessing, 1997) , the direction enables us to distinguish between fining/coarsening upwards or lobe shape sequences. 
Discussion and Conclusions
A new non-linear atomic decomposition method for seismic data is presented. Besides a substantial data compression the decompostion denoises while the atom's location reveal the stratigraphy. Changes in scale, order, and direction of the atoms provide local information on lithological changes. 
